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ĐỀ THI HỌC KÌ I LỚP 11 

MÔN: TIẾNG ANH 

 

                                                                                NĂM HỌC 2017- 2018                                                                               

                                                                           (Thời gian 60 phút - không kể thời gian giao nhận đề) 

                                                                                                      Mã đề:  123 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 

the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1:  A. machine B. church C. choice D. chicken 

Question 2: A. water B. whale C. whole D. window 

Question 3: A. handicapped B. advantaged C. organized D. raised 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other three in 

the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 4: A. sorrow B. mutual C. pursuit D. influence 

Question 5: A. competition B. television C. information D. conservation 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 

Question 6:   

 

I couldn’t fit all the boxes in the car, so I have to leave ones behind and pick it up later. 

A. couldn’t                    B. boxes               C. ones                    D. pick it up 

Question 7:   

 

Why don’t you congratulate our son about  passing  his final exam? 

 A.  about                 B. don’t you        C.   his final exam          D.  psasing 

Question 8: Simon finds it hard  for making friends with other children.  

 A. it hard      B. with        C. for making                    D.  finds 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

Question 9:  

 

She made a big ________ about not having a window seat on the plane. 

A. complaint   B. interest              C. excitement            D. fuss  

Question 10:  

 

I really like Emma Watson. She has such a good sense of ______________ 

 A. intelligence  B. humour              C. honesty              D. selfishness 

Question 11:  

 

While I came to his house, he __________ to music. 

A. listened  B. listens                        C. had listened            D. was listening             

Question 12:  

 

He______  his poem in front of the whole school. 

A. dedicated                B. recited                 C.. said              D. delivered 

Question 13:  

 

Before Tet, supermarkets and shops are full _______ goods. 

A. of                 B. with       C. in               D. for 

Question 14:  

 

How many __________are there in the competition? 

A. participants                B. participates     C. participations            D. participative 

Question 15 __________ the museum last Sunday, we decided to have lunch in the park. 

A. Visited    B. Having visited       C. Have visited  D. Visit 

Question 16:  

 

The final competition included the                     of three classes. 

A. worksheets    B. rules                   C. judges               D. representatives 

Question 17:  

 

All students denied ________ her.  

A. to see    B. of seeing          C. having seen   D. having 

seeing  

Question 18:  If I go shopping, I ________some food.  
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 A. buy                  B. will buy            C. would buy      D. would have bought 

Question 19:   

 

The second solution is to provide safe, ______ birth-control methods. 

A. inexpensive             B. expensive       C. expensively            D. inexpensively 

Question 20: People believed that what they do on the first day of the year will _______ their luck 

during the whole year. 

 

 

 

A. control    B. influence                       D. exchange              D. result 

Question 21: I was delighted                         my old friends again. 

A. see   B. seeing           C. to see                              D. to seeing 

Question 22: “ ------------- ” is often celebrated on people’s 25
th

 wedding anniversaries. 

A . Golden Anniversary                   B.  Diamond  Anniversary  

C . Cotton Anniversary                   D.  Silver Anniversary 

Question 23: If she ______ sick, she would have gone out with me to the party. 

A. hasn't been                B. wasn't            C. weren't                      D. hadn't been 

Question 24 Your friendship should be based on ______ trust.  

 A. basic                        B. suspicious           C. mutual                              D. blind 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of 

the following exchanges. 

Question 25: Tom: Have you ever travel to other parts of the country? – Mary: “                ”                    

A. Yes, I did last summer                                C.  Thank you  

B.  I
’
m fine . Thank you.                                 D. Yes, I was ill last summer.           

Question 26: Hoa: What kind of volunteer work are you participating in?- Nam: “                      ” 

A. Helping disadvantaged children                 C. Dancing 

B. Singing                                                        D.Collecting stamps  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 27: We should take care of war invalids and family of martyrs.  

 A. look after      B. look into             C. look for                     D. look at 

Question 28: We wish you both- health and longevity. 

A. long life       B. happy life            C easy life                     D. exciting life 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 29: I don't like that man. There is a sneaky look on his face. 

A. furious      B . humorous         C. honest   D. guilty 

Question 30: The water in the lake is so clear that I can see the stems of the water-lilies 

A. cold                    B. hot                     C. warm              D. muddy 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each 

of the following questions.  

Question 31: “The policeman said that the thief robbed the bank.” 

   A. The policeman congratulated the thief on robbing the bank.  

   B. The policeman thanked the thief for robbing the bank. 

   C. The policeman warned the thief against robbing the bank. 

   D. The policeman accused the thief of robbing the bank 

Question 32: The weather is fine now, so we have a picnic. 

A. If the weather isn’t fine now, we can have a picnic  
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B. If the weather had been fine now, we couldn’t have a picnic 

C. We couldn’t have a picnic if the weather weren’t fine now. 

D. We could have a picnic if the weather were fine now 

Question 33:   'Why not participate in the English Speaking Contest?' 

A. He asked me to take part in the English Speaking Contest. 

B. He suggested taking part in the English Speaking Contest. 

C. He offered us to take part in the English Speaking Contest. 

D. He told me not to participate in the English Speaking Contest. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair of 

sentences in the following questions. 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions 

       Independence Day in the United State is observed annually on the Fourth of July. For most communities 

throughout the nation, the traditional celebration includes parades down the main streets, picnics with hot dogs 

and lemonade, and, of course, a fireworks display at night. In some town across the country, however, special 

events are planned in honour of the occasion. 
       In Bristol, Rhode Island, fire engine teams from communities throughout New England compete in a 

contest to sqquirt water from their fire hoses. Flafstaff, Arizona hosts a huge three-day powwow, including a 

rodeo for twenty Native American tribes. The annual Eskimo games with traditional kayar races are held in 

Kotzebue, Alaska. Two auto races are always scheduled for the Fourth , including a four-hundred-mile stock car 

event at the Daytona Intrnational Speedway in Daytona, Florida, and an annual auto race up the fourteen-

thousand-foot precipice at Pike
’
s Peak in Colorado. 

         Several small towns celebrate in other unique ways. Hannibal, Missouri, the hometown of Mark Twain, 

invited the children to participate in fence-painting contest, re-enacting a scene from Twain
’
s novel Tom 

Sawyer. Lititz, Pennsylvania congregates in the Limits Springs Park to light thousands of candles and arrange 

them in various shapes and imagines. 

Question 36: With which of the following topics is the passaage mainly concerned? 
A. Tradional celebrations for the Fourth of July. 

B. Holidays in the United States 

C. The origin of the Indepence Day 

D. Small towns in America. 
Question 37:  The author mentions all of the following as ways the Fourth of July is celebrated 

Except….. 
A. parades                    B. races                          C. dances      D. fireworks 

Question 38: The underlined word “ huge” in text could be best replace by  
A. exciting                  B. amusing              C. complicated    D. large 

Question 34:  Sue lives in the house. The house is opposite my house. 

A. Sue lives in the house it is opposite my house.   

B. Sue lives in the house which opposite my house. 

C. Sue lives in the house which is opposite her house.  

D. Sue lives in the house which is opposite my house. 

Question 35 'Don't be so disappointed Jane. You can take the driving test again,' said Helen. 

A. Helen told Jane not to be disappointed and take the driving test again. 

B. Helen asked Jane not to be disappointed and offered her another driving test. 

C. Helen warned Jane not to be di3appointed' in order to take the driving test again.  

D. Helen encouraged Jane to take the driving test again. 
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Question 39: The underlines word them in paragraph 3 refers to…………………… 
A. shapes             B. candles              C. children                             D. imagine 

Question 40: It can be inferred from the passage that….. 
A. the Fourth of July is celebrated in Canada as well as in the United States. 

B. towns in the Unitesd States celebrate July Fourth in different ways because their 

regional customs. 

C. although fireworks are not legal, they are displayed on the Fourth of July. 

D. the Fourth of July is not celebrated in large cities in the United States. 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks 

         To many people, their friends are the most important in their life. Really good friends always … (41) … 

joys and sorrows with you and never turn their backs on you. Your best friend may be someone you have 

known all your life or someone you have grown up with. 

There are all sorts of things that can bring about this special … (42) …It may be the result of enjoying the 

same activities and sharing experiences. Most of us have met someone … (43)… we have immediately felt 

relaxed with as if we had known …..(44)….. for ages. However, it really takes you years to get to know 

someone well enough to consider your best friend. 

To the majority of us, this is someone we … (45)… completely and who understands us better than anyone 

else. It’s the person you can tell him or her your most intimate secrets. 

Question 41 A. have  B. spend C. share D. give 

Question 42 A. friends B. relatives C. relation  D. relationship 

Question 43 A. whose B. what C. which D. that 

Question 44 A. they  B. them C. their D. theirs 

Question 45 A. trust B. truth C. true  D. untrue  

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions 

          If you enjoy cycling for pleasure, doing it in London can be a shock. There are not enough lanes 

especially for bikes, and making your way through the traffic can be very risky. But if you have great passsion, 

cycling in London can be very exciting, and it is an inexpensive way of keeping fit if you live there. Some 

cyclists do not mind spending a lot of money on expensive bikes. However, if you just want a basic bike that is 

only for occasional use, there are many cheap choices. Several markets have cheap bikes on sale which may not 

be impression to look at but should be satisfactory. You should buy a cycling helmet if you want to cycle in 

London. Wearing a cycling helmet is not compulsory in Britain, but it is a good idea to wear one for protection. 

Question 46: What is the main idea of the passage?  
A. Cycling helmet                    C.   Cheap bicycle 

 B. Bicycle market                    D. Cycling in London 

Question 47: Accoding to the passage, cycling in London is……………….. 
 A. easy                 B. difficult                  C. tiring                     D. boring 

Question 48: The word “it” in line 3 refers to………….. 
A. Cycling                     B. Passion        C. Excitement             D. Doing excersises 

Question 49: The difficult of cycling in London is described in lines……….. 
A. 1-3                      B. 3-4                            C. 5-6                  D. 8-9 

Question 50: Accoding to the passage, all the followings are true Except that 
A. It is compulsatry to wear a helmet when cycling in Britain. 

B. Some bikes in London are cheap. 

C. There are not manyn lanes especially for bikes 

D. Some cyclists do not want to buy expensive bikes. 
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                                                                                                      Mã đề:  345 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

Question 1:  

 

I looked everywhere but I couldn't find _______ at all. 

A. no one   B. anyone                 C. someone                          D. somebody 

Question 2:  

 

Tet is really a time of fun and _______ throughout the country. 

A. holidays  B. celebrations           C. preparations               D. festivals 

Question 3:  

 

By the time I got into town, the shops ………………….. 

A. had closed  B. closed C. close D. have closed 

Question 4:  

 

Your friendship should be based on ______ trust.  

 A. suspicious              B. mutual                    C. basic                              D. blind 

Question 5:  

 

Before Tet, supermarkets and shops are full _______ goods. 

A. in                           B. with       C. of                   D. for 

Question 6:  

 

How many __________are there in the competition? 

A. participates                 B. participants    C. participations            D. participative 

Question 7 I remember _______ you before , but I have forgotten your name 

A. met           B. to met        C. meeting                                D. meet  

Question 8:  

 

The final competition included the                     of three classes. 

A. worksheets    B. rules                   C. judges               D. representatives 

Question 9:  

 

All students denied ________ her.  

A. to see    B. of seeing                   C. having seen                 D. having seeing  

Question 10:  

 

If I go shopping, I ________some food.  

A. will buy                           B. buy              C. would buy     D. would have bought 

Question 11:   

 

The second solution is to provide safe, ______ birth-control methods. 

A. inexpensive             B. expensive       C. expensively            D. inexpensively 

Question 12: People believed that what they do on the first day of the year will _______ their luck 

during the whole year. 

A. control    B. exchange                      C. influence                  D. result 

Question 13: John insisted …………. Linda to the airport.  

A. on to drive              B. driving         C. in driving             D. on driving 

Question 14: “ ------------- ” is often celebrated on people’s 25
th

 wedding anniversaries. 

A . Golden Anniversary                   B.  Diamond  Anniversary  

C . Silver Anniversary                   D.  Cotton Anniversary 

Question 15: If she ______ sick, she would have gone out with me to the party. 

A. hasn't been                B. wasn't            C. weren't                      D. hadn't been 

Question 16: If I spoke English, I ……………  in America.  

A. had studied  B. will study           C. would study   D. would have studied 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 
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Question 17:   

 

Why don’t you congratulate our son about  passing  his final exam? 

 A.  passing           B. don’t you        C.   about                 D.  his final exam 

Question 18:   

 

Simon finds it hard  for making friends with other children.  

 A. for making                 B. with                 C. it hard                D.  finds 

Question 19: I couldn’t fit all the boxes in the car, so I have to leave ones behind and pick it up later. 

A. couldn’t                    B. boxes               C. ones                    D. pick it up 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions 

       Independence Day in the United State is observed annually on the Fourth of July. For most communities 

throughout the nation, the traditional celebration includes parades down the main streets, picnics with hot dogs 

and lemonade, and, of course, a fireworks display at night. In some town across the country, however, special 

events are planned in honour of the occasion. 
       In Bristol, Rhode Island, fire engine teams from communities throughout New England compete in a 

contest to sqquirt water from their fire hoses. Flafstaff, Arizona hosts a huge three-day powwow, including a 

rodeo for twenty Native American tribes. The annual Eskimo games with traditional kayar races are held in 

Kotzebue, Alaska. Two auto races are always scheduled for the Fourth , including a four-hundred-mile stock car 

event at the Daytona Intrnational Speedway in Daytona, Florida, and an annual auto race up the fourteen-

thousand-foot precipice at Pike
’
s Peak in Colorado. 

         Several small towns celebrate in other unique ways. Hannibal, Missouri, the hometown of Mark Twain, 

invited the children to participate in fence-painting contest, re-enacting a scene from Twain
’
s novel Tom 

Sawyer. Lititz, Pennsylvania congregates in the Limits Springs Park to light thousands of candles and arrange 

them in various shapes and imagines. 

Question 20: The author mentions all of the following as ways the Fourth of July is celebrated Except. 

A. dances                  B. races                         C.  parades                   D. fireworks 
Question 21:  The underlines word them in paragraph 3 refers to…………………… 

A. shapes                    B.  imagine                         C. children             D. candles  
Question 22: The underlined word “ huge” in text could be best replace by  

A. large                 B. amusing              C. complicated                  D. exciting 
Question 23: It can be inferred from the passage that 

A. the Fourth of July is celebrated in Canada as well as in the United States. 

B. the Fourth of July is not celebrated in large cities in the United States. 

C. although fireworks are not legal, they are displayed on the Fourth of July. 

D. towns in the Unitesd States celebrate July Fourth in different ways because their 

regional customs  
Question 24: With which of the following topics iis the passaage mainly concerned? 

A. Small towns in America. 

B. Holidays in the United States 

C. The origin of the Indepence Day 

D. Tradional celebrations for the Fourth of July. 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 

the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 25:  A. church B. chicken C. machine  D. choice 

Question 26: A. window B. whale C. water D. whole  

Question 27: A. raised B. advantaged C. handicapped  D. organized 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other three in 

the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 28: A. pursuit  B. mutual C. sorrow D. influence 
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Question 29: A. competition B. information C. television  D. conservation 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each 

of the following questions.  

Question 30: “The policeman said that the thief robbed the bank.” 

   A. The policeman congratulated the thief on robbing the bank.  

   B. The policeman thanked the thief for robbing the bank. 

   C. The policeman warned the thief against robbing the bank. 

   D. The policeman accused the thief of robbing the bank 

Question 31: The weather is fine now, so we have a picnic. 

A. If the weather isn’t fine now, we can have a picnic  

B. If the weather had been fine now, we couldn’t have a picnic 

C. We couldn’t have a picnic if the weather weren’t fine now. 

D. We could have a picnic if the weather were fine now 

Question 32:   'Why not participate in the English Speaking Contest?' 

A. He asked me to take part in the English Speaking Contest. 

B. He suggested taking part in the English Speaking Contest. 

C. He offered us to take part in the English Speaking Contest. 

D. He told me not to participate in the English Speaking Contest. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of 

the following exchanges. 

Question 33: Tom: Have you ever travel to other parts of the country? – Mary: “                ”                    

C. Yes, I did last summer                                C.  Thank you  

D.  I
’
m fine . Thank you.                                 D. Yes, I was ill last summer.           

Question 34: Hoa: What kind of volunteer work are you participating in?- Nam: “                      ” 

C. Helping disadvantaged children                 C. Dancing 

D. Singing                                                        D.Collecting stamps  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair of 

sentences in the following questions. 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks 

         To many people, their friends are the most important in their life. Really good friends always … (41) … 

joys and sorrows with you and never turn their backs on you. Your best friend may be someone you have 

known all your life or someone you have grown up with. 

There are all sorts of things that can bring about this special … (42) …It may be the result of enjoying the 

same activities and sharing experiences. Most of us have met someone … (43)… we have immediately felt 

Question 35:  Sue lives in the house. The house is opposite my house. 

A. Sue lives in the house it is opposite my house.   

B. Sue lives in the house which opposite my house. 

C. Sue lives in the house which is opposite her house.  

D. Sue lives in the house which is opposite my house. 

Question 36 'Don't be so disappointed Jane. You can take the driving test again,' said Helen. 

A. Helen told Jane not to be disappointed and take the driving test again. 

B. Helen asked Jane not to be disappointed and offered her another driving test. 

C. Helen warned Jane not to be di3appointed' in order to take the driving test again.  

D. Helen encouraged Jane to take the driving test again. 
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relaxed with as if we had known …..(44)….. for ages. However, it really takes you years to get to know 

someone well enough to consider your best friend. 

To the majority of us, this is someone we … (45)… completely and who understands us better than anyone 

else. It’s the person you can tell him or her your most intimate secrets. 

Question 37 A. have  B. spend C. share D. give 

Question 38 A. friends B. relatives C. relation  D. relationship 

Question 39 A. whose B. what C. which D. that 

Question 40 A. they  B. them C. their D. theirs 

Question 41 A. trust B. truth C. true  D. untrue  

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions 

          If you enjoy cycling for pleasure, doing it in London can be a shock. There are not enough lanes 

especially for bikes, and making your way through the traffic can be very risky. But if you have great passsion, 

cycling in London can be very exciting, and it is an inexpensive way of keeping fit if you live there. Some 

cyclists do not mind spending a lot of money on expensive bikes. However, if you just want a basic bike that is 

only for occasional use, there are many cheap choices. Several markets have cheap bikes on sale which may not 

be impression to look at but should be satisfactory. You should buy a cycling helmet if you want to cycle in 

London. Wearing a cycling helmet is not compulsory in Britain, but it is a good idea to wear one for protection. 

Question 42: What is the main idea of the passage?  
A. Cycling helmet                   C.   Cheap bicycle 

B. Bicycle market                   D. Cycling in London 

Question 43: Accoding to the passage, cycling in London is……………….. 
A. easy                 B. difficult                  C. tiring                        D. boring 

Question 44: The word “it” in line 3 refffers to………….. 
A. Cycling                     B. Passion        C. Excitement               D. Doing excersises 

Question 45: The difficult of cycling in London is described in lines……….. 
A. 1-3                      B. 3-4                            C. 5-6                      D. 8-9 

Question 46: Accoding to the passage, all thte followings are true Except that 
A. It is compulsatry to wear a helmet when cycling in Britain. 

B. Some bikes in London are cheap. 

C. There are not manyn lanes especially for bikes 

D. Some cyclists do not want to buy expensive bikes. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 47: We should take care of war invalids and family of martyrs.  

 A. look for                     B. look into             C. look after          D. look at 

Question 48: We wish you both- health and longevity. 

A. easy life                       B. happy life           C. long life     D. exciting life 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 49: I don't like that man. There is a sneaky look on his face. 

A. furious      B . humorous         C. honest   D. guilty 

Question 50: The water in the lake is so clear that I can see the stems of the water-lilies 

A. cold                    B. muddy                     C. warm              D. hot 
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Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions 

          If you enjoy cycling for pleasure, doing it in London can be a shock. There are not enough lanes 

especially for bikes, and making your way through the traffic can be very risky. But if you have great passsion, 

cycling in London can be very exciting, and it is an inexpensive way of keeping fit if you live there. Some 

cyclists do not mind spending a lot of money on expensive bikes. However, if you just want a basic bike that is 

only for occasional use, there are many cheap choices. Several markets have cheap bikes on sale which may not 

be impression to look at but should be satisfactory. You should buy a cycling helmet if you want to cycle in 

London. Wearing a cycling helmet is not compulsory in Britain, but it is a good idea to wear one for protection. 

Question 1: Accoding to the passage, cycling in London is……………….. 

 A. easy                 B.  tiring              C. difficult                      D. boring 

Question 2: Accoding to the passage, all thte followings are true Except that 

A. Some bikes in London are cheap. 

B. It is compulsatry to wear a helmet when cycling in Britain. 

C. There are not manyn lanes especially for bikes 

D. Some cyclists do not want to buy expensive bikes. 

Question 3: The word “it” in line 3 refers to………….. 

A.  Doing excersises                    B. Passion        C. Excitement             D. Cycling  

Question 4: What is the main idea of the passage?  

A. Cycling in London                   C.   Cheap bicycle 

 B. Bicycle market                        D. Cycling helmet   

Question 5: The difficult of cycling in London is described in lines……….. 

A.   5-6                   B. 3-4                            C. 1-3                  D. 8-9 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each 

of the following questions.  

Question 6:  'Why not participate in the English Speaking Contest?' 

A. He asked me to take part in the English Speaking Contest. 

B. He suggested taking part in the English Speaking Contest. 

C. He offered us to take part in the English Speaking Contest. 

D. He told me not to participate in the English Speaking Contest. 

Question 7: “The policeman said that the thief robbed the bank.” 

 A. The policeman accused the thief of robbing the bank   

 B. The policeman thanked the thief for robbing the bank. 

C. The policeman warned the thief against robbing the bank. 

D. The policeman congratulated the thief on robbing the bank.  

Question 8: The weather is fine now, so we have a picnic. 

A. If the weather isn’t fine now, we can have a picnic  

B. We couldn’t have a picnic if the weather weren’t fine now.  

C. If the weather had been fine now, we couldn’t have a picnic 

D. We could have a picnic if the weather were fine now 
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions.  

Question 9: Simon finds it hard  for making friends with other children.  

A. finds it hard              B. for making            C. it hard                     D. with 

Question 10:   

 

Why don’t you congratulate our son about passing his final exam? 

 A.  don’t you                 B. about                    C. passing                   D. his final exam 

Question 11:   

 

I couldn’t fit all the boxes in the car, so I have to leave ones behind and pick it up later. 

A. couldn’t                    B. boxes                 C. ones                      D. pick it up 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair of 

sentences in the following questions. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 

the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 14: A. whole  B. whale C. water D. window 

Question 15: A. organized B. advantaged C. handicapped  D. raised 

Question 16:  A. machine  B. church C. choice D. chicken 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks 

         To many people, their friends are the most important in their life. Really good friends always … (17) … 

joys and sorrows with you and never turn their backs on you. Your best friend may be someone you have 

known all your life or someone you have grown up with. 

There are all sorts of things that can bring about this special … (18) …It may be the result of enjoying the 

same activities and sharing experiences. Most of us have met someone … (19)… we have immediately felt 

relaxed with as if we had known …..(20)….. for ages. However, it really takes you years to get to know 

someone well enough to consider your best friend. 

To the majority of us, this is someone we … (21)… completely and who understands us better than anyone 

else. It’s the person you can tell him or her your most intimate secrets. 

Question 17 A. share  B. spend C. have D. give 

Question 18 A. friends B. relationship  C. relation  D. relatives 

Question 19 A. whose B. what C. that  D. which 

Question 20 A.  them  B.  they  C. their D. theirs 

Question 21 A. true B. truth C. trust  D. untrue  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other three in 

the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 22: A. competition B. conservation C. information D. television  

Question 23: A. pursuit B. mutual C. sorrow D. influence 

Question 12: 'Don't be so disappointed Jane. You can take the driving test again,' said Helen. 

A.  Helen encouraged Jane to take the driving test again. 

B. Helen asked Jane not to be disappointed and offered her another driving test. 

C. Helen warned Jane not to be di3appointed' in order to take the driving test again.  

D.  Helen told Jane not to be disappointed and take the driving test again. 

Question 13:  Sue lives in the house. The house is opposite my house. 

A. Sue lives in the house it is opposite my house.   

B. Sue lives in the house which opposite my house. 

C. Sue lives in the house which is opposite her house.  

D. Sue lives in the house which is opposite my house. 
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Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions 

       Independence Day in the United State is observed annually on the Fourth of July. For most communities 

throughout the nation, the traditional celebration includes parades down the main streets, picnics with hot dogs 

and lemonade, and, of course, a fireworks display at night. In some town across the country, however, special 

events are planned in honour of the occasion. 
       In Bristol, Rhode Island, fire engine teams from communities throughout New England compete in a 

contest to sqquirt water from their fire hoses. Flafstaff, Arizona hosts a huge three-day powwow, including a 

rodeo for twenty Native American tribes. The annual Eskimo games with traditional kayar races are held in 

Kotzebue, Alaska. Two auto races are always scheduled for the Fourth , including a four-hundred-mile stock car 

event at the Daytona Intrnational Speedway in Daytona, Florida, and an annual auto race up the fourteen-

thousand-foot precipice at Pike
’
s Peak in Colorado. 

         Several small towns celebrate in other unique ways. Hannibal, Missouri, the hometown of Mark Twain, 

invited the children to participate in fence-painting contest, re-enacting a scene from Twain
’
s novel Tom 

Sawyer. Lititz, Pennsylvania congregates in the Limits Springs Park to light thousands of candles and arrange 

them in various shapes and imagines. 

Question 24: The underlined word “ huge” in text could be best replace by  

A. exciting                  B. large                       C. complicated                   D. amusing    
Question 25:  The underlines word them in paragraph 3 refers to…………………… 

A. shapes                    B.  imagine                  C. children                        D. candles 
Question 26:  The author mentions all of the following as ways the Fourth of July is celebrated Except. 

A. dances                   B. races                       C.  Parades                         D. fireworks 
Question 27:  It can be inferred from the passage that 

A. towns in the Unitesd States celebrate July Fourth in different ways because their 

regional customs  

B. although fireworks are not legal, they are displayed on the Fourth of July. 

C. the Fourth of July is celebrated in Canada as well as in the United States. 

D. the Fourth of July is not celebrated in large cities in the United States. 
Question 28: With which of the following topics is the passaage mainly concerned? 

A. Small towns in America. 

B. Tradional celebrations for the Fourth of July. 

C. The origin of the Indepence Day 

D. Holidays in the United States 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 
Question 29:  

 

I really like Emma Watson. She has such a good sense of ______________ 

 A. intelligence  B. selfishness              C. honesty              D. humour  

Question 30:  

 

He______  his poem in front of the whole school. 

A. recited               B. dedicated                C.. said              D. delivered 

Question 31:  

 

She made a big ________ about not having a window seat on the plane. 

A. fuss  B. interest              C. excitement            D. complaint 

Question 32:  

 

Before Tet, supermarkets and shops are full _______ goods. 

A. of                 B. with       C. in               D. for 

Question 33:  

 

While I came to his house, he __________ to music. 

A. listened  B.  was listening              C. had listened            D. listens    
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Question 34: __________ the museum last Sunday, we decided to have lunch in the park. 

A Having visited    B.  Visited    C. Have visited   D. Visit 

Question 35:  

 

If I go shopping, I ________some food.  

A. buy                  B. would have bought        C. would buy      D. will buy    

Question 36:  

 

How many __________are there in the competition? 

A. participations    B. participates     C. participants            D. participative 

Question 37:  

 

The final competition included the                     of three classes. 

A. worksheets    B. representatives                C. judges                  D. rules 

Question 38: People believed that what they do on the first day of the year will _______ their luck 

during the whole year. 

A. influence   B. control                      C. exchange              D. result 

Question 39: “ ------------- ” is often celebrated on people’s 25
th

 wedding anniversaries. 

A . Silver Anniversary                   B.  Diamond  Anniversary  

C . Cotton Anniversary                   D.  Golden Anniversary 

Question 40:  

 

All students denied ________ her.  

A. having seen   B. of seeing          C. to see  D. having seeing  

Question 41: I was delighted                         my old friends again. 

A. see   B. to see           C . seeing                              D. to seeing 

Question 42:   

 

The second solution is to provide safe, ______ birth-control methods. 

A.  xpensive              B. inexpensive       C. expensively            D. inexpensively 

Question 43 Your friendship should be based on ______ trust.  

 A. mutual                         B. suspicious           C. basic                         D. blind 

Question 44: If she ______ sick, she would have gone out with me to the party. 

A. hasn't been                B. wasn't            C. hadn't been                     D. weren't 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of 

the following exchanges. 

Question 45: Hoa: What kind of volunteer work are you participating in?- Nam: “                      ” 

A. Singing                                                        C. Dancing 

B. Helping disadvantaged children                   D.Collecting stamps  

Question 46: Tom: Have you ever travel to other parts of the country? – Mary: “                ”                    

A. Thank you                                                 C.  Yes, I did last summer   

B. I
’
m fine . Thank you.                                 D. Yes, I was ill last summer.           

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 47: We wish you both- health and longevity. 

A. exciting life    B. happy life            C easy life                     D. long life  

Question 48: We should take care of war invalids and family of martyrs.  

 A. look for     B. look into             C. look after                    D. look at 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 49: The water in the lake is so clear that I can see the stems of the water-lilies 

A. muddy                    B. hot                     C. warm              D. cold 

Question 50: I don't like that man. There is a sneaky look on his face. 

A. honest      B . humorous         C. furious          D. guilty 
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                                                                                                      Mã đề:  789 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair of 

sentences in the following questions. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each 

of the following questions.  

Question 3:   'Why not participate in the English Speaking Contest?' 

A. He asked me to take part in the English Speaking Contest. 

B. He told me not to participate in the English Speaking Contest. 

C. He offered us to take part in the English Speaking Contest. 

D. He suggested taking part in the English Speaking Contest. 

Question 4: “The policeman said that the thief robbed the bank.” 

 A. The policeman congratulated the thief on robbing the bank.  

 B. The policeman thanked the thief for robbing the bank. 

 C. The policeman accused the thief of robbing the bank   

 D. The policeman warned the thief against robbing the bank. 

Question 5: The weather is fine now, so we have a picnic. 

A. We couldn’t have a picnic if the weather weren’t fine now.  

B. If the weather had been fine now, we couldn’t have a picnic 

C. If the weather isn’t fine now, we can have a picnic  

D. We could have a picnic if the weather were fine now 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions 

       Independence Day in the United State is observed annually on the Fourth of July. For most communities 

throughout the nation, the traditional celebration includes parades down the main streets, picnics with hot dogs 

and lemonade, and, of course, a fireworks display at night. In some town across the country, however, special 

events are planned in honour of the occasion. 
       In Bristol, Rhode Island, fire engine teams from communities throughout New England compete in a 

contest to sqquirt water from their fire hoses. Flafstaff, Arizona hosts a huge three-day powwow, including a 

rodeo for twenty Native American tribes. The annual Eskimo games with traditional kayar races are held in 

Kotzebue, Alaska. Two auto races are always scheduled for the Fourth , including a four-hundred-mile stock car 

event at the Daytona Intrnational Speedway in Daytona, Florida, and an annual auto race up the fourteen-

thousand-foot precipice at Pike
’
s Peak in Colorado. 

Question 1:  'Don't be so disappointed Jane. You can take the driving test again,' said Helen. 

A. Helen told Jane not to be disappointed and take the driving test again. 

B. Helen encouraged Jane to take the driving test again. 

C. Helen warned Jane not to be di3appointed' in order to take the driving test again.  

D.  Helen asked Jane not to be disappointed and offered her another driving test. 

Question 2 Sue lives in the house. The house is opposite my house. 

A. Sue lives in the house it is opposite my house.   

B. Sue lives in the house which is opposite my house. 

C. Sue lives in the house which is opposite her house.  

D.  Sue lives in the house which opposite my house. 
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         Several small towns celebrate in other unique ways. Hannibal, Missouri, the hometown of Mark Twain, 

invited the children to participate in fence-painting contest, re-enacting a scene from Twain
’
s novel Tom 

Sawyer. Lititz, Pennsylvania congregates in the Limits Springs Park to light thousands of candles and arrange 

them in various shapes and imagines. 

Question 6: The underlines word them in paragraph 3 refers to…………………… 

A. shapes                    B.  imagine                 C. children                        D. candles 
Question 7:   The underlined word “ huge” in text could be best replace by  

A. amusing                  B. large                       C. complicated                  D. exciting 
Question 8: With which of the following topics iis the passaage mainly concerned? 

A. Small towns in America. 

B. Tradional celebrations for the Fourth of July.  

C. The origin of the Indepence Day 

D. Holidays in the United States 
Question 9:  The author mentions all of the following as ways the Fourth of July is celebrated Except. 

A. races                         B. dances                    C.  parades                   D. fireworks 
Question 10: It can be inferred from the passage that 

A. towns in the Unitesd States celebrate July Fourth in different ways because their 

regional customs  

B. the Fourth of July is not celebrated in large cities in the United States. 

C. although fireworks are not legal, they are displayed on the Fourth of July. 

D. the Fourth of July is celebrated in Canada as well as in the United States. 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

Question 11:  

 

By the time I got into town, the shops ………………….. 

A.  close  B. closed               C. had closed                 D. have closed 

Question 12:  

 

How many __________are there in the competition? 

A. participates     B.  participations          C. participants       D. participative 

Question 13:  

 

Before Tet, supermarkets and shops are full _______ goods. 

A. in                              B. of                   C. with                    D. for 

Question 14:  

 

Your friendship should be based on ______ trust.  

 A. suspicious               B. blind                          C. basic                          D. mutual    

Question 15:  

 

Tet is really a time of fun and _______ throughout the country. 

A. festivals           B. celebrations           C. preparations          D. holidays 

Question 16: “ ------------- ” is often celebrated on people’s 25
th

 wedding anniversaries. 

A . Silver Anniversary                   B.  Diamond  Anniversary  

C . Golden Anniversary                            D.  Cotton Anniversary 

Question 17: I remember _______ you before , but I have forgotten your name 

A. meeting       B. to met             C.  met                     D. meet  

Question 18:  

 

I looked everywhere but I couldn't find _______ at all. 

A. no one         B. someone             C. anyone                        D. somebody 

Question 19:  

 

All students denied ________ her.  

A. having seen                B. of seeing     C. to see                          D. having seeing  

Question 20: If I spoke English, I ……………  in America.   

A. had studied     B. will study           C. would have studied      D. would study  

Question 21: People believed that what they do on the first day of the year will _______ their luck 

during the whole year. 
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A. control        B. influence                    C. exchange                  D. result 

Question 22:  

 

The final competition included the                     of three classes. 

A. representatives    B. rules                   C. judges               D. worksheets 

Question 23: John insisted …………. Linda to the airport.  

A. on to drive                  B. driving         C. on driving             D. in driving 

Question 24:  

 

If I go shopping, I ________some food.  

A. would buy                     B. buy                 C. will buy            D. would have bought 

Question 25: If she ______ sick, she would have gone out with me to the party. 

A. hasn't been                   B. hadn't been           C. weren't               D. wasn't 

Question 26:   

 

The second solution is to provide safe, ______ birth-control methods. 

A. expensive                     B. inexpensive       C. expensively            D. inexpensively 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions 

          If you enjoy cycling for pleasure, doing it in London can be a shock. There are not enough lanes 

especially for bikes, and making your way through the traffic can be very risky. But if you have great passsion, 

cycling in London can be very exciting, and it is an inexpensive way of keeping fit if you live there. Some 

cyclists do not mind spending a lot of money on expensive bikes. However, if you just want a basic bike that is 

only for occasional use, there are many cheap choices. Several markets have cheap bikes on sale which may not 

be impression to look at but should be satisfactory. You should buy a cycling helmet if you want to cycle in 

London. Wearing a cycling helmet is not compulsory in Britain, but it is a good idea to wear one for protection. 

Question 27: What is the main idea of the passage?  

A. Cycling helmet                                   C.   Cheap bicycle 

B. Cycling in London                             D. Bicycle market                    

Question 28: Accoding to the passage, cycling in London is……………….. 

A. tiring                             B. easy                      C. difficult                     D. boring 

Question 29: The word “it” in line 3 refers to………….. 

A. Doing excersises          B. Passion                 C. Excitement               D. Cycling  

Question 30: The difficult of cycling in London is described in lines……….. 

A. 5-6                                 B. 3-4                       C. 1-3                             D. 8-9 

Question 31: Accoding to the passage, all thte followings are true Except that 

A. There are not manyn lanes especially for bikes 

B. Some bikes in London are cheap. 

C. It is compulsatry to wear a helmet when cycling in Britain.  

D. Some cyclists do not want to buy expensive bikes. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 
Question 32:   

 

Why don’t you congratulate our son about  passing  his final exam? 

 A.  about              B. don’t you             C. passing                    D.  his final exam 

Question 33:   

 

Simon finds it hard  for making friends with other children.  

 A. for making                 B. with                 C. it hard                D.  finds 

Question 34: I couldn’t fit all the boxes in the car, so I have to leave ones behind and pick it up later. 

A. couldn’t                    B. boxes               C. ones                    D. pick it up 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 

the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 35:  A. church B. chicken C. machine  D. choice 

Question 36: A. window B. whale C. water D. whole  
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Question 37: A. raised B. advantaged C. handicapped  D. organized 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 38: We wish you both- health and longevity. 

A. exciting life    B. happy life            C easy life                     D. long life  

Question 39: We should take care of war invalids and family of martyrs.  

 A. look for     B. look into             C. look after                    D. look at 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 40: The water in the lake is so clear that I can see the stems of the water-lilies 

A. muddy                    B. hot                     C. warm              D. cold 

Question 41: I don't like that man. There is a sneaky look on his face. 

A. honest      B . humorous         C. furious          D. guilty 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks 

         To many people, their friends are the most important in their life. Really good friends always … (41) … 

joys and sorrows with you and never turn their backs on you. Your best friend may be someone you have 

known all your life or someone you have grown up with. 

There are all sorts of things that can bring about this special … (42) …It may be the result of enjoying the 

same activities and sharing experiences. Most of us have met someone … (43)… we have immediately felt 

relaxed with as if we had known …..(44)….. for ages. However, it really takes you years to get to know 

someone well enough to consider your best friend. 

To the majority of us, this is someone we … (45)… completely and who understands us better than anyone 

else. It’s the person you can tell him or her your most intimate secrets. 

Question 42 A. have  B. spend C. give D. share  

Question 43 A. relationship  B. relatives C. relation  D. friends 

Question 44 A. whose B. what C. that  D. which 

Question 45 A. them  B. they  C. their D. theirs 

Question 46 A. true  B. truth C. trust D. untrue  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other three in 

the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 47: A. mutual B. pursuit  C. sorrow D. influence 

Question 48: A. television  B. information C. competition D. conservation 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of 

the following exchanges. 

Question 49: Tom: Have you ever travel to other parts of the country? – Mary: “                ”                    

A. Thank you                                                  C.  Yes, I did last summer  

B. I
’
m fine . Thank you.                                 D. Yes, I was ill last summer.           

Question 50: Hoa: What kind of volunteer work are you participating in?- Nam: “                      ” 

A. Singing                                                          C. Dancing 

B. Helping disadvantaged children                    D.Collecting stamps  

 
 

 


